RBI may hike interest rates further by at least 50 bps by December 2022
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) hiked the policy repo rate by 40 basis points to 4.4% on May 4, 2022 in
response to rising inflation. This is the first policy repo rate hike since August 2018. The central bank
also hiked Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR) by 50 basis points, which would absorb banking liquidity to the
extent of Rs. 87,000 crore.
The policy rate hike by RBI is aimed at stopping capital outflow. RBI has already signalled that it
would be gradually unwinding its accommodative policy stance by absorbing excess liquidity of up to
Rs. 6 lakh core in the banking system.
Impact on trade and industry
The hike in interest rate is expected to increase the cost of borrowing for businesses and consumers
as already the 10-year government bond yield rose to 7.4% from less than 7.1%. On the other hand,
it may help in retaining foreign capital. If inflation is allowed to get unchecked for long it can
penetrate into labour wages expectation which would lead to higher labour cost.
This policy rate hike is supposed to help in managing future expectation regarding inflation and thus
managing labour cost. The hike in policy rate may prevent further depreciation of Indian rupee,
thereby providing some comfort in servicing the widening trade deficit and also keeping in check the
imported cost of crude oil and edible oil. Preventing further depreciation of Indian rupee can make
our export less price competitive but we do not expect it to have much impact on our exports
considering the current geo-political scenario.
Even though this policy rate hike may hinder the speed of the economic recovery but we believe it’s
a very crucial step towards maintaining long term macroeconomic stability. We should expect
further rate hike gradually atleast up to the pre-covid level in coming months. With CPI inflation
above 6% level, we expect RBI to hike policy repo rate by at least another 50 basis points to prevent
the real interest rate from going below the negative territory.
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